Pneumoperitoneum post-fluoroscopic percutaneous gastrojejunostomy insertion: computed tomography and clinical evaluation.
To assess the incidence and clinical significance of pneumoperitoneum after radiologic percutaneous gastrojejunostomy (PGJ) tube insertion. Sixteen subjects were prospectively assessed after imaging-guided PGJ tube insertion to discern the incidence of pneumoperitoneum related to specific clinical signs and symptoms. Computed tomography of the abdomen and the pelvis was performed immediately after PGJ insertion. A clinical evaluation, including history, general and abdominal physical examination, temperature, complete blood cell count, abdominal pain, and abdominal tension, was performed on days 1 and 3, and at the discretion of the nutritional support team on day 7 after PGJ insertion. Fifteen of the 16 subjects demonstrated imaging findings of pneumoperitoneum after the PGJ-tube insertion. Only a small amount of pneumoperitoneum was demonstrated in 10 of the subjects, whereas a large volume of gas was detected in 2 of the subjects. The only altered clinical findings encountered were increased white blood cell count and fever. These abnormal clinical data were most frequently seen immediately after feeding-tube placement. Pneumoperitoneum was a common finding after PGJ-tube placement in our study population. There were no statistically significant abnormal clinical parameters, in the presence or absence of pneumoperitoneum, for any of the subjects after PGJ-tube insertion. Conservative management of pneumoperitoneum after PGJ is warranted.